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BixPack 4 provides an eye-catching showcase for the 30+ Bix-Systems. 17 BixPack 2 templates are
the result of the power of motion graphics, even if the movement is generated by script software.
Take it easy and enjoy professional looking music with these interactive animated music videos. No
Adobe After Effects knowledge required. Just dance! BixPack 2 offers 30 title sequences. The 6
interactive intro music files are easy to use in your projects. Download the wav-files and try it out in
your project, make a virtual studio, play around with your movements in the editor and switch them
on in the plugins for a beautiful start! BixPack 5 offers 30 backgrounds. The available media files
include 30 scenery images of deserts, galaxies, alternative reality, and glitter. Use the versatile
background library in your project. What more can you expect from 2K? BixPack 1 offers 30 media
files which are all created with the super-powerful Bix-Systems. The media files include 30
backgrounds, 30 footage shots, 30 titles, 30 title places and 30 title sets. Perfect for using in your
projects as virtual studio, quick-screens, big stages, interactive editorial, animations, videos and any
video project that need a stunning intro or title. Download and try it out! BixPack 3 offers 30 great
music clips. 30 interactive intro music VST, WAV and MP3 clips are available with this pack. You will
find how easy it is to create a virtual studio with the help of the included music clips! BixPack 5
offers 30 backgrounds. You will find backgrounds for studio, offices, rocks, skies, houses and cities.
The available media files include 30 scenery images of deserts, galaxies, alternative reality, and
glitter. Use the versatile background library in your project. What more can you expect from 2K?
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BixPack 22 offers 30 skyscraper templates. 3D models are supplied for all templates, exported from
SketchUp so you can tweak the templates to fit your needs perfectly. All scenes are composed with

camera views including: 3rd person and a 1st person over looking the front of the building. BixPack 7
offers 30 Ice Age Ice Age 2 model templates. The six scenes are: entrance, living room, den,

playhouse, train station and a montage scene. You will receive the 3D models for all scenes when
you purchase the template pack. All scenes are composed with camera views including: 1st person.

BixPack 6 offers 30 Snake templates. All scenes are composed with camera views including: 1st
person and the best 360 video views with VR support. The pack is ideal for documentaries and 3D art
video. BixPack 17 offers 30 GIT Template Pack. The six scenes are: Living room, Bedroom, Kitchen,
Office, Bus, Way to Bedroom. These 30 new templates will come with three versions, each of which
has many variations you can add to your template depending on your needs: CSS, SASS, SCSS and
Stylus. The GIT templates are all made in Cinema 4D. Please note that the GIT templates will not

work on Flash Builder as they use the HTML5 folder attribute. BixPack 7 offers 30 CGI effects
templates. The six scenes are: catwalk, dropship, dunes, p-trap, tower and tank. In these templates
the character can come to you or you can come to them by using rotations. The character can also
be put in front of you or on the background. The dropship effect has a seat where the user can sit in
the dropship. In the p-trap scene there is a p-trap in the foreground and you can enter it by pressing
the button, the tank effect has a 2D world and you can move around the tank by moving your mouse

on the front of the tank. 5ec8ef588b
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